
BC’s Local Government Act was amended in 2008 by

Bill 27, the Local Government (Green Communities)

Statutes Amendment Act, to require that all local

governments amend their Official Community Plans by

May 31 this year to set targets, policies, and procedures

to reduce greenhouse gas emissions in their

communities. To assist in this work, ‘Community Energy

and Emissions Inventory’ figures were published,

estimating emissions and energy use for ‘on road

transportation, buildings, solid waste disposal and land

use change’ for most British Columbia communities. 

Unfortunately, no inventories were estimated for the

Gulf Islands. But the Act applies to Island communities,

both within and beyond the Islands Trust area. 

So Islands Trustees and planners have been working

hard to incorporate the new requirements in OCPs. Each

Local Trust Committee has been considering changes in

policies on land use, transportation, and solid waste

disposal.

The strategy for accomplishing greenhouse gas (GHG)

reductions has been suggested by the Province as

‘complete and compact communities.’ These are

intended to fight urban sprawl through planning and

concentration of both residential development and

commercial activity. 

The objective is to encourage smaller residential units,

and to concentrate development to reduce GHG’s from

road travel. The Province has gone so far as to suggest

that development cost charges should be reduced for

‘compact’ development, and waived altogether for

housing units under 29 square metres in floor area (312

square feet).

This may be a sound enough idea for urban areas. But

the Islands aren’t like that. Many of the people who live

on the Islands aren’t urban people, otherwise they

wouldn’t be there. And off-Island property owners come

to the Islands to escape exactly the kind of concentrated

urban development envisioned by the Provincial

guidelines.

The Provincial guidelines start from the basic

assumption that land is for developing (a predictable

consequence of having a premier whose only experience

outside of politics is as a land developer). But this is not

necessarily so on the Islands. 

Islands are essentially rural and spread out; some are

quite agricultural. Development is pretty slow, and most

Islanders like it that way.

Urban solutions just plain don’t fit. Particularly urban

solutions imposed from above. Islanders value the

autonomy that goes with government by their Local

Trust Committees.

Nevertheless, Islanders recognize that transportation

on the Islands, small though some may be, does generate

GHG’s, and they understand the link between GHGs and

climate change. 

If Islands cannot reduce emissions through

concentrating development, how about working on

transportation? But few of the Islands can support any

form of public transit. Narrow roads, in poor condition

with (often) steep hills make cycling hazardous and limit

cycling to young legs. 

However, distances on the Islands are within the

range of electric vehicles and scooters. ‘Short-cut’ rights

of way for walking, bicycles, and scooters are possible.
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Initiatives like Pender’s ‘Car Stop’ program, to encourage

ride-sharing, are simple and friendly. Scattered

neighbourhood stores can shorten necessary trips.

Events at the Community Hall (many Islands have only

one) can be served by a pick-up and drop-off service,

using cars or the school bus (if there is one); a similar

informal system might meet ferry arrivals.

All these initiatives are simple, voluntary, and fit the

Island culture. And they don’t involve changing density

objectives or land use. They reinforce a green,

neighbourly Island life.

And they don’t use climate change as an excuse for the

invasion of urban style development. 0
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